
Fence
Booth
Privacy in your workspace 
has never been so simple



The evolution of our popular Fence upholstered screen solutions has now 
evolved into a range of booth solutions. Providing an additional level of 
privacy to individual work points. 

The Fence Upholstered Booth design continues the Fence Screen family 
tradition with its soft elegant curves, allowing configurable solutions to suit 
your privacy needs.
The Booth encapsulates the desk providing the user a private space with an 
increased level of acoustics, this new level of personal space enables the user 
not to be disturbed by the open office surroundings.

A perfect solution for work areas demanding increased privacy such as office 
environments, libraries, universities and school environments.

Introducing Fence Booth



Australian Designed by the UCI design studio and proudly manufactured in 
Australia, the Fence Booth has many options for mounting work surfaces; 
simply attach the work top from the side of the booth or incorporate a 
standalone Booth around one of UCI sit-stand desk systems. 

The addition of a repositionable powder coated bag / coat hook sits snug over 
the top of the screen helping to locate personal items off the floor. In addition 
UCI has a complete range of workstation accessories designed to mount off 
the work surface to further personalise the users private sanctuary. 

SPECIFICATIONS

Worktop Width: 
1000mm - 2400mm

Screen Width: 
500mm - 1200mm

Screen Depth: 
400mm - 1200mm

Screen Height: 
1400mm - 1800mm

Approx. Screen Thickness: 
30mm including fabric

Brackets and Glides: 
All glides, connector brackets and 
under desk brackets are powder 
coated Anti Microbial Black Satin, 
other colours available upon request.

CONFIGURATIONS

Fence Booth

 1000-2400 

 600-1200 

 1400-1800 

 1000-2400 

 1200 MAX 

1000 MIN CHAIR 
CLEARANCE BETWEEN 
FRONT OF WORKTOP 

AND REAR SCREEN

 600-1200 

 1400-1800 

Fence curved upholstered screens are upholstered in customer specified upholstery grade fabrics with stretch, these 
are traditionally 1370mm wide. Note traditional screen fabrics are not suited as they do not have stretch.

Standard Fence Full Height Fence Booth Fence SS (Social Spacing)
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Product Lifecycle: 
UCI Manufacturing is committed to its impact on the environment. All workstation frames 

manufactured by UCI Manufacturing are designed for disassembly and are 95% recyclable.  

Note: client specified materials are excluded from this statement.

With the use of basic hand tools UCI Manufacturing workstation frames can be broken down into 

raw material elements such as aluminium, steel and plastic (Moulded plastic components greater than 

50gm in weight have recycling logo identification).

Features: 
Made in Australia

Options: 
Choice of configuration and fabric  

- upholstery grade with stretch

Warranty: 
10 year warranty on structural components

Certification:

FS 520627 FS 520251 OHS 716586


